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FOREWARD

Prof. Victor Axiak - Chairman
I suppose that as an introductory message to
this Annual Report, the contents need to be
encouraging and which would give a sufficient
direction of purpose and of resolve.
But most of all they need to be truthful. There is no doubt that as its second
year of operation, 2017 proved to be more challenging than I originally
expected. How can one explain the simultaneous feelings of elation and
misgiving, when evidently significant progress is achieved in one sector
whilst it seems that you have to start from scratch in another?
One area where clear progress has been achieved is that of staff recruitment,
with 24 new members of staff joining the Authority during 2017. Evidently,

“

the challenge now is to ensure that the new complement will integrate

There is no doubt that as its
second year of operation,
2017 proved to be more
challenging than
I originally expected.ffff

’’

with the rest of the staff and quickly ‘learn on the job’ the required skills.
Furthermore, we now need to consolidate the progress achieved in
recruitment so as to instil a clear sense of purpose and of commitment in all
staff. The Environment and Resources Authority’s (ERA) leading role in the
Malta’s Presidency of the Council of the EU, was one of the highlights of the
past year and proved beyond doubt the competence and commitment of all
the staff of the Authority who were directly and indirectly involved in this
onerous undertaking. A multitude of new Legal Notices and of regulations
which are highly relevant for the proper management of our environmental
resources have also been formulated and are in varying stages of progress of
being promulgated. The Authority’s capabilities of monitoring, compliance
and enforcement have continued to improve and the first results (such as in
the case of Comino) as evidenced in 2017, were highly encouraging.
The Authority’s diverse initiatives in protecting biodiversity in a practical
way, have also yielded heartening results. There were other instances and
cases of good progress being achieved, as would undoubtedly be indicated
by my colleagues later on in this report. But there were also misgivings.
The resignation of the first CEO for ERA was certainly one of them. But
the energetic response to this setback was sufficient to ensure minimal
disruption to the operations of the Authority and to appoint a new CEO in
a relatively short period of time.
It is self-evident that the Authority will only function properly, if its
initiatives are based on facts and figures. Subsequently, ERA has continued
to generate significant information on air quality, and on the state of our
environmental resources through regular monitoring programmes, ad-hoc
studies as well as EU funded programmes. I am sure that there is room for
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more collaboration with other entities including voluntary organisations, in
this respect. ERA has continued to play a key role in the planning process,
through our representatives on the Board of the Planning Authority and on
the Executive Council of the same Authority. We continued to exercise our
right of appeal against the approval of certain permits, undoubtedly doing
this in a judicious and sensible manner in order to ensure sustainability in
the use of our land resources. In doing so, we are still guided by the principle
that good environmental management and economic development in a
sensible manner, are fully complimentary. Indeed, they are facets of the
same means towards sustainable development.
Other initiatives taken by ERA, which are worth mentioning include the
BUONAMICO National Award, which was first organized in 2017 and which
aims at acknowledging the contributions of persons towards our knowledge
of the local environmental resources. The efforts and contribution of such
persons often go unnoticed by the public and by our society in general.
The Board of ERA remained highly active and productive, though throughout
the course of the year we lost the invaluable services of Prof Maria Attard
(Board’s appointee of the Opposition).
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CEO’s Report
Dr Louise Spiteri

The last 5 months of 2017 were a new experience
for my career, when from a Board Member of the
newly established Environment and Resource
Authority, I found myself in another important
seat, that of Acting CEO.
Definitely this role brought with it a lot of challenges both for me personally
as well as for the Authority itself. With my belief in team work and with
the cooperation of old and new colleagues, this new experience started
to become more interesting everyday whilst instilling in me the energy
to continue on building this Authority. An Authority which I have often
written about in the initial years of my career with the then Environment

“

Department, and which, at that time, it was just a plan on papers has now

the aim to offer a good
regulatory service from
which our present and
future generations
can benefit

become a reality.
During these months, I encountered all kinds of requests from both
Directorates of the Authority. I immediately noticed that I’m dealing
with an Authority which was developing at a fast pace, and that I had to

’’

adapt to this rhythm, so that the Authority could continue to adhere to its
regulatory function.
Work in various areas needed to be continued, such as the development of
laws and policies, programmes and initiatives, and other daily commitments
which the Authority has to carry out to cater for the exigencies of both
the public and private sector. Such work, necessitated the continuous
recruitment of competent officers, the build-up of material resources and
the good management of financial resources. During these few months of
my new position, these were three components upon which I focused so as
to ensure the better functioning of the Authority.
The year 2016 was the year which marked the beginning of a long expected
dream, and the year 2017 was the year where work continued to build up
on this new and actual reality. Definitely this reality could not subsist if it
was not for the hard work of all the staff of the Authority, and the support
of the Ministry. Internally I feel that there is a shared ambition to continue
on building this Authority, with the aim to offer a good regulatory service
from which our present and future generations can benefit.
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The Environment
and Resources Authority Board
The ERA Board was set up through Act 1 of 2016 which came into force on the
31st January, 2016 by virtue of Legal Notice 50 of 2016, and comprises the
following members:

Chairperson

Vice-Chairperson

Prof. Victor Axiak

Mrs Carmen Buttigieg

Independent Members

Independent Members

Independent Members

Prof. Alfred Vella

Dr Louise Spiteri
(became Acting CEO in July 2017
and therefore not considered
a member after such date)

Mrs Alexia Pisani
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Dr Jason Bonnici

Prof. Alan Deidun

Mrs Paula Grech Bonnici

Public Officers

Opposition Member

Mr Alan Pulis

Prof. Maria Attard

Board Secretary

Board Secretary

Dr Kevin Camilleri Xuereb

Dr Joseph Gatt
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Members nominated by the Opposition
Prof. Maria Attard (tendered resignation on the 12th of June 2017 as minuted in minute 737 of ERA Board Meeting No. 34)
No other member was nominated for the rest of the duration of 2017.

Board Secretary
Dr Kevin Camilleri Xuereb (resigned from the function on the 14th of July 2017)
Dr Joseph Gatt (appointed for the remainder of 2017)
The ERA Board members are appointed by the Minister in terms of Article 6 of the Environment Protection Act (Chapter 549 of
the Laws of Malta) and shall serve for a period of three years if not otherwise determined in the relative letter of appointment.
The ERA Board is composed of ten (10) members: two (2) public officers representing the Government, one of whom has
experience or qualifications in matters concerning the environment, and another who has experience or qualifications in matters
concerning environmental health or social policy; six (6) independent members who are chosen from amongst persons of known
integrity, one of whom with knowledge of and experience in the Environmental Voluntary Organisations sector and who shall be
nominated by the said Voluntary Organisations; one (1) member nominated by the Leader of the Opposition.
Among other functions and responsibilities, the ERA Board oversees and ensures that the following functions are carried out in
an efficient and professional manner;
The formulation and implementation of policies relating to the protection and management of the environment and the
sustainable management of natural resources;
The carrying out and commissioning of surveys, studies, assessments, investigations, audits, monitoring and promoting of
research on any matter relating to the environment and the natural resources;
Provision of information and issuing of guidelines to the public and to commercial and other entities on matters relating to
the environment and the said natural resources;
The establishment of measures for the protection of the environment and promotion of the efficient use of natural
resources in, and through, the practices, operations, activities and functions regulated by the Environment Protection Act
(Chapter 549 of the Laws of Malta);
Ensuring that national and international obligations relative to the matters regulated by or under the Environment
Protection Act come into force and complied with;
Permits, assesses, investigates, audits, monitors and takes action on any activity, intervention, project, operation or land
use that may have an effect on the environment;
Advises the Minister responsible for the environment on international legislation and on the formulation of national policy
in relation to matters regulated by the Environment Protection Act and on matters having a bearing on this;
Advises the Minister on any matter connected with its functions under the Environment Protection Act;
Carries out, reviews or requests others to carry out environmental assessments, environmental audits and environmental
monitoring of activities and works having an impact on the environment.

Main 2017 objectives including number of meetings and public consultations
During the period from January to December, 2017, the ERA Board held twenty-four (24) meetings. On the 25th of August,
2017, the Board meeting took the form of a public consultation wherein IP 02/07 and IP 03/07 regarding the dismantling of the
Delimara Power Station were discussed in public and eventually approved.
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ERA Functions
AMBIENT QUALITY & WASTE
Acting as the ERA point of reference on Waste, Air, Noise and Radiation
Operating 5 near real time air monitoring stations and 100 passive air monitoring points
Monitoring programme for measurement of ambient radiation in air, soil and the sea
Reporting to the EU and international organisations on behalf of Malta
Developing plans and guidance, and giving input into national policy
Supporting Malta in negotiations on developing EU legislation
Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management [SAICM] framework
Supporting the Maltese EU2017 EU Council
Participating on behalf of Malta in international negotiations on the Basel, Stockholm and CLRTAP
Conventions and the Presidency on Circular economy (Waste Package) and Air dossiers, and international negotiations

BIODIVERSITY & WATER
Biodiversity Legislation & Policy Development
Strategy Implementation and Follow-Up
Designation & management of Protected Areas
Species Protection
Genetically-Modified Organisms (GMOs) and Biosafety
Marine Strategy Framework
Monitoring Programmes & Project Implementation
Water Framework
Mapping & Assessment of Ecosystems
Biodiversity Information & Reporting
Geology & Natural Landscapes
Desertification, Land Degradation & Soil Erosion
EU Processes & the Biodiversity & Biosafety Presidency
Technical Assistance & Environmental Awareness
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
Screening and assessment of environmentally-relevant development proposals
Official ERA focal point for planning consultations
Pre-application environmental guidance for development and land use projects
Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) and ancillary processes
Appropriate Assessment of development proposals, and ancillary screening
Coordination of ERA’s role in Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
Focal point for EIA Directive and Espoo Convention

FINANCE
Financial governance
Financial planning and control
Management accounts and reporting
Budgeting
Cash Management

ADMINISTRATION
Property management and up keeping
Procurement
Reception
Car fleet
Project implementation
Occupation health and safety
Travel
Security
Registry
Document management
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COMPLIANCE & ENFORCEMENT
Undertaking of compliance inspections on permitted facilities or facilities in the process of obtaining a permit
Monitoring of sites subject to environmental regulation and undertaking investigations
Process requests for the movement of specimen of wild animals and plants protected under CITES and related inspections
Investigating complaints from entities and the general public
Collate environmental data from permitted facilities
Undertake enforcement action against breach of environmental regulation
Represent ERA before the Courts of Malta and Tribunals
Assists other units on issues that require feedback from a compliance & enforcement perspective

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
Process applications for environmental permits for large installations (IPPC) to medium and small operations.
Drafts policy on permitting regimes
Represents ERA on a number of national committees and boards
Liaises with other units on internal processes and provides feedback on issues that have a permitting aspect
Holds consultative meetings with applicants and other stakeholders on permitting matters

HUMAN RESOURCES
Recruitment and Selection
Resource planning
Training and Employee Development
Employee Relations & Counselling
Performance Management
HR Authorisations & Discipline
Team Building & Staff Welfare
Industrial Relations
Remuneration & Payroll
Employment Contracts and Work Permits
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ICT
IT administration, inventory & security
Maintenance of operating systems
Direct liaison with MITA and other service providers
Project implementation support

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Processing & Approval of International Issues.
EU & Multilateral Transposition & Policy Formulation
Implementation of the EU & Multilateral Commitments
Funding & Project Proposals

NATIONAL AFFAIRS
Policy Development & Policy Integration
State of the Environment Report
Public Relations and Communications
Environmental Awareness and Public Participation
ERA Communication Strategy (ECS)
Management of ERA web portal
Complaints and Enquiries

INFORMATION RESOURCES
Data Management System Development & Maintenance
Centralisation of Data and Information Resources
Management Information System
Capacity Building
National and European Union Programme initiatives
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LEGAL
Representing ERA before the courts, tribunals and boards
Drafting/amending/reviewing legislation and drafting of text for the transposition of EU legislation
Review and drafting of Contracts, Memorandums of Understanding and other legal documents
Legal assistance in the preparation of legal opinions, studies, reports and correspondence
Ensure that ERA’s actions and policies are fully compliant with the law currently in force
Table 1 -ERA functions
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Environment &
Resources Directorate
Perit Michelle Piccinino - Environment & Resources Director

Starting to take shape
The pieces are not yet all there but the picture is coming
well together and it is the merit of all the hard work of this
year. I consider that we are still a ‘work in progress’ but
definitely progress has been made. As anticipated, 2017 was
very challenging but all the officers within the Directorate
continued to establish their responsibilities and take over
new ones.
Throughout the first six months of 2017 the Directorate of
Environment and Resources was crucial in handling several
meetings related to Malta’s Presidency of the Council of the
EU. A number of the Authority’s experts chaired a number
of environment dossiers meetings both in Brussels and
internationally. This was a major challenge to the Directorate
with a fresh intake of recruits that had to be trained to
assist the experts in the chairing of Council meetings. This
experience was very fruitful as it helped this new Authority
establish the most needed links with European and
international agencies as well as acquire further knowledge
on all fronts.
The first quarter of 2017 has also seen the setting up of
the Compliance and Enforcement Unit together with
the required legislative powers. Although still limited
in resources, this unit has handled investigations and
compliance monitoring, together with an unlimited number
of complaints. Throughout 2017 this Unit has also managed
a massive task related to enforcement action on Comino
which was a major logistical challenge. This task also involved
coordination with other units, stakeholders and entities. For
the first time ever this Unit was also responsible of imposing
administrative fines and penalties and was the catalyst for
other legislative tools.
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This report gives the highlight of the achievements of the
Directorate including the day-to-day tasks of the different
Units including the input of the Authority as part of the
consultation process in the development application
process. The year 2017 has also been important as it has
seen a fully revised and updated Environment Impact
Assessment Regulations to address the requirements of the
new EIA Directive. Further investment in resources, both in
terms of human and technology, is still required.
One of my aims for 2017 was to build on credibility and
cooperation with different stakeholders, authorities/entities
and the general public. Much work has been done on this
front and the Authority is now an established institution and
a point of reference.
The picture may not be all there yet but there is the will to
continue working and achieving the goals that the Authority
was set to achieve.
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Introduction to the Permitting Unit
and Compliance & Enforcement Unit
Ms Aimee Brincat – Deputy Director

The Permitting Unit and the Compliance & Enforcement Unit

On the other hand, the Compliance & Enforcement Unit

are two operative units of the ERA which bring into effect

is responsible not only from the effective execution of

the policy work of the other units within the Environment

environmental law on the ground but is also entrusted with

Resources Authority. The close working dynamics of these

the investigation of complaints, compliance monitoring

two units are essential to ascertain a consistent front with

of environmental permits and ascertaining successful

the general public.

conclusion cases. 2017 has been a benchmark year for ERA
in terms of Compliance & Enforcement in that for the first

On one hand the Permitting Unit implements the legislation

time ERA has issued a number of Stop & Compliance Orders,

by means of environmental permitting for activities that may

collected over €23,000 in Administrative Fines and finalised

have an effect on the environment. These permits range

the Daily Penalties (Environment) Regulations which will be

from registrations to IPPC permits for large installations.

in force in 2018.

The range of activities that are permitted by the Permitting
Unit varies from activities in protected areas to movement of
waste within Malta or its export to other countries, infilling
of quarries, waste management activities, petrol stations
and fish farms, just to mention a few.
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Environmental Permitting Unit
‘’Environmental permitting is one of the tools available to the Authority
enabling it to serve as a link between certain tangible aspects
of everyday life and environmental regulation. ‘’
Mr Anthony Aquilina
Unit Manager - Environmental Permitting Unit

Industrial installations, while being useful to society, may

ERA`s role is also to protect habitats and species, and thus

result in various environmental impacts, ranging from

the Permitting Unit is also entrusted to ensure that certain

emissions to air or the marine environment to contamination

activities and interventions on animals, plants and habitats

resulting from accidents. For this reason, the industry

are regulated so as to ensure the protection of Malta`s

is regulated by the Environmental Protection Act and

Natural Environment.

subsidiary legislation. As a result, the Authority regulates
the environmental impact of enterprises through two key
mechanisms. Smaller scale activities are regulated through
a set of General Binding Rules (GBRs) which apply to all
enterprises within a common group (e.g. animal Holding
Units, waste carriers). Larger scale activities are regulated
through an Environmental Permit issued on an individual
basis by the Authority. Certain enterprises of limited
environmental significance (e.g. insurance companies) are
exempt from control through a GBR or Permit.
Whereas environmental permits are intended to regulate
generally medium to large scale enterprises or smaller
enterprises with significant environmental risk, GBRs are
intended to regulate small and micro scale enterprises
through a standard set of environmental conditions,
related to waste management, emissions to atmosphere,
effluent discharges and storage of materials and chemicals.

IPPC Permitting
With regards to IPPC permits presented to the ERA Board for
decision in 2017 the permitting unit has issued 1 variation
and 2 partial surrenders of IPPC permits
For this permitting stream, the Unit’s main focus was the
partial surrender of the Delimara Power Station for the
decommissioning and dismantling of Phase 1 plant and the
partial surrender of the Marsa Power Station in relation to
the continued dismantling of various plant structures and
equipment. During this year the renewal and variation of
the Delimara Power Station brought into operation the new
LNG facility with the existing installation which was issued
following determination of the permit by the ERA Board in
December 2016.

Moreover, particular activities are controlled through the
Industrial Emissions Directive (IED) and thus require an
Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) permit.
The IPPC Regulations, regulate high-risk installations, such
as power stations, certain waste management activities,
large farms, etc. The main aim of the Industrial Emissions
(IPPC) Regulations (SL 549.77), which, together with other
subsidiary legislation transpose the EU Industrial Emissions
Directive (2010/75/EU) into national law, is to minimise
pollution from various point sources in particular through
better application of Best Available Techniques (BAT).

Environmental Permitting
& Registrations
During 2017, In terms of the number of new permits,
renewals and variations ERA has issued 51 Environment
Permits to various types of industries, 5 Registrations of
small industrial activities; 45 waste broker permits and 4590
waste carrier permits.
A large percentage (45%) of permits were issued to waste
management industries operating within various industrial
areas and covering a number of waste management
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activities including storage of wastes prior to export,
storage and dismantling of WEEE, ELV depollution and
dismantling, storage and processing of scrap metal and
storing and bailing of recyclables amongst others.
Other environmental permits covered various industries
including the restoration of quarry excavation voids with
construction, demolition and excavation waste; national
infrastructure such as the urban wastewater treatment
plants, the tuna farming industry and other installations
handling fuel products.
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Other Initiatives
Feedback to Development Applications:
The Environmental Permitting Unit has also given its input
and feedback on 1198 cases related to ERA’s statutory
role in the development permitting process throughout
2017, a 25% increase from 2016 figures. These included
various devleopments that require an environmental permit
including SMEs and light industries, and projects related to
major infrastructure such as waste management facilities.
Streamlining and consolidation:
In 2017 initiatives were undertaken towards a more effective

Consignment Permits, Trans-frontier
Shipments of waste and Extended
Producer Responsibility Permits

and streamlined system for the calculation of Bank Guarantees

Compared to 2016, ERA registered considerable increase

together with permit conditions associated with site specific

in Consignment permits issued. This was mainly due to
inclusion of WEEE and Bulky Waste related to collections
by Local Councils. An increase was also registered for Trans
frontier Shipment Permitting stream. This included the issue
of 63 permits and 34 amendments of such permits. Work
also continued on permits related to Extended Producer
Responsibility Scheme permits whereby the Authority
issued 4 renewals to different schemes.

associated with Environment Permits and Nature Permits. The
calculation methods are now associated with a standardised
environmental risk matrix applied to all permitting streams
measures which need to be implemented by operators. This
system was proposed and approved by the ERA board and
implemented throughout the permitting streams to ensure a
better compliance with conditions.
In 2017, the Permitting Unit also endeavoured to digitise all
CITES Article 10 permits and Import/Export/Reexport permits.
This was done so as to ensure that an electronic database
would be available to allow the Authority to carry out its duties

Nature Permitting

more efficiently and in order to backup all existing data. The
Unit has embarked on projects to digitise all nature permits and

A total of 279 applications for permits regulating activities

plot such permits on GIS systems being developed. This is an

carried out in Natura 2000 sites or protected species

ongoing process and is expected to continue in 2018.

including trees were received, of which 244 were approved,
7 were refused, 4 were withdrawn, 19 were suspended and

In 2017, with ERA`s integration of all its permitting functions

5 did not require a permit.

into one Unit, consolidation of various permitting streams
was carried out to ensure that, for example, industrial

For this permitting stream, ERA issued a number of permits

installations which operate close to or within Natura 2000

related to studies on conservation for species such as bats,

sites have permit conditions relevant to nature protection

permits for rehabilitation of injured wildlife and for various

included within the list of conditions.

activities within Natura 2000 sites and multiple permits for
interventions on trees

Thus incorporating what would have previously been two
permits into one. Such consolidation was done with an

CITES related Permits

effort to further reduce the burden on interested parties
who now only need to refer to one permit document.

During 2017, the Unit also continued performing its duties
related to trade in plant and animal species to ensure that
Malta’s obligations under EU and International conventions
were addressed. This involved the processing of more than
4000 requests ranging from clearances to import, export
and re-export permits

Statistics
The table below shows the number and various types of permits
issued by the Unit between January and December 2017:
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Type of Permit

New permit Renewal

Variation

Surrender

IPPC permits1

0

0

1

2 (partial surrender)

Environmental Permits2

15

32

4

2

Industrial GBRs

3

2

n/a

n/a

Hull cleaning notifications

35

n/a

n/a

n/a

Waste carriers

1030

3560

n/a

n/a

Waste brokers

2

43

n/a

n/a

Nature permits

179

0

n/a

n/a

Tree permits

72

0

n/a

n/a

CITES Trade Licences

637

n/a

n/a

n/a

CITES Clearances

3090

n/a

n/a

n/a

CITES Article 10

263

n/a

n/a

n/a

CITES Import/ Export/ re-export permit

92

n/a

n/a

n/a

Consignment permits

474

n/a

n/a

n/a

Extended Producer Responsability

0

4

n/a

n/a

Trans-frontier Shipment Permits

63

n/a

34

n/a

TOTAL

5955

3641

39

4

(Scheme permits)

Table 2 -ENV Permits

1.

Issued under the Industrial Emissions (IPPC) Regulations, S.L. 549.77

2.

In cases where the environmental permit issued covered both a renewal and a variation, this was accounted
for as 1 permit (included in the variations column).
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Compliance & Enforcement Unit
‘’Consolidating the various compliance functions within ERA and creating a new
enforcement arm was a challenge; but a very invigorating one at that – one that
gives life and meaning to what the Authority is out to achieve.’’
Mr Alexander Borg
Unit Manager - Compliance & Enforcement Unit

The Environment & Resources Authority consolidated

of remits, until full competence for the enforcement of

all its compliance functions, previously dispersed within

environmental law was delegated to ERA, thus establishing

various Units, into one Unit at the end of January 2017. The

a milestone in the evolution of the Authority and particularly

Compliance and Enforcement Unit (CEU) was hence created

its enforcement powers and stature.

with a wider scope and consolidated resources. All functions
related to compliance and environmental law enforcement

2017 has been a particular one for the Unit, with officers

within ERA were hence brought together making for more

previously in different teams, and with different work

efficient and effective resource utilisation.

approaches and methods, having to coalesce and work
together. Instilling streamlined procedures and modus

At the time of the creation of ERA in early 2016,

operandi was challenging. The vast spectrum of subject

environmental compliance and enforcement remits had

matters dealt by the Unit was even more so, ranging from

been temporarily retained with the Planning Authority

protected fauna and protected areas, to transport, storage

until March 2017 so as to ascertain a smooth transition

and shipments of wastes, including hazardous waste, to

40
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Graph 1 - Complaints
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major industrial facilities. The Unit has also contributed to
the development of legal notices and policies by expounding
on the compliance aspect, and has also been responsible for
the development of Beach Cleaning Operating Procedures
that were eventually formally approved by the ERA Board.
At the end of January 2017, the CEU was made up of three
sectoral teams apart from the Unit Manager’s Office, with
a total complement of 20 officers, which figure remained
constant throughout the year. The three teams, with four
to six officers each, are charged respectively with Nature
Compliance, Waste Compliance and Facilities Compliance.

Stop and Compliance Orders
A benchmark step in environmental enforcement was
through the first administrative actions issued by the Unit
against contravenors. The Unit issued the first Stop and
Compliance Orders (Ordnijiet ta’ Waqfien u Konformità
– OWK) according to environmental legislation in 2017,
issuing 14 Orders in total for various offences, mainly
waste deposition and operation of facilities without the
necessary environmental permit or not in accordance
with an environmental permit issued by ERA. A number of
these Orders were addressed by the responsible parties
themselves and resolved the non-compliance at the
contravenor’s own expense, whilst ERA took direct action
at the cliff edge close to It-Torri tal-Lippija in the limits of
l-Imġarr (Malta) and at Kemmuna. The action coordinated
by ERA at Kemmuna resulted in the removal of 39 tons of
material at the contravenor’s own expense, whilst with the
cooperation of other entities, ERA coordinated the removal
of alien species, during which 33 tons and implemented
measures identified in the Comino Management Plan by
cordoning off sand dunes at il-Bajja ta’ Santa Marija. Due to
the magnitude of the action, this full execution of this Order
will be completed in 2018.

Figure 1 - Action taken on site following the issuance
of a Stop & Compliance Order by ERA

Complaints
During 2017 a total of 444 complaints were logged , with
168 (38% of total) pertaining to the Nature Compliance
Team, 153 (or 34%) to the Facilities Compliance Team
and 123 (28%) to the Waste Compliance Team. There is a
marked increase in investigations precipitated by reports or
complaints in summer, between June and October, peaking
in July and August. This seasonal phenomenon repeats
itself regularly, and mostly affects the Facilities Compliance
Team in view of increased complaints in warmer weather
concerning matters arising from fish farms and operational
matters originating from industrial establishments.
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(Ordni ta’ Waqfien
u Konformita)

Summary of breach

Site address

0001/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

Dumping of waste in a protected area

0002/17

Dumping of waste

Ta’ Buqana, l/o ir-Rabat

0003/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

San Niklaw, Kemmuna

0004/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

San Niklaw, Kemmuna

0005/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

It-Taġen, Kemmuna

0006/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

Close to Triq Sir Walter Congreve, Kemmuna

0007/17

Outflow of cement slurry

Close to Triq Ġdida fi Triq l-Imdina, Ħaż-Żebbuġ

0008/17

Eradication of specimens of protected species, Ix-Xagħra tal-Ġirad, (close to Triq is
and dumping of waste in a protected area
Santi, l/o ir-Rabat

0009/17

Discharge of material directly into the sea

Ir-Rikażli, l/o il-Kalkara

0010/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

Ix-Xagħra tat-Torri, (close to It-Torri tal-Lippija),
l/o l-Imġarr

0011/17

Dumping of waste in a protected area

Ix-Xagħra tat-Torri, (close to It-Torri tal-Lippija),
l/o l-Imġarr

0012/17

Operation of a facility in breach of
Environmental permit conditions

Industrial Estate, Triq Garibaldi, Il-Marsa

0013/17

Operation of a facility without the
necessary environmental permits

Industrial Estate, Triq Garibaldi, Il-Marsa

0014/17

Dumping of waste in a Tree Protection Area

Close to Triq Garibaldi, Il-Marsa

Table 3 -Stop & Compliance Orders
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Nature Team
The Nature Compliance Team’s main responsibility is
compliance with nature, biodiversity and wildlife laws and
regulations. Trade of certain species, as regulated by the
CITES and the EU Wildlife Trade regulations apart from
the local Subsidiary Legislation 549.38, is very demanding
since inspections are carried out to ensure compliance with
all the issued formal Permits and Certificates. Furthermore,
several more inspections are carried out regularly at all
hours of the day and night, to ensure that various alive and
dead specimens or artefacts, such as birds (alive or dead),

Figure 3 - Checking tortoises that were being traded
inspections that were carried out at local points of entry/
departure or within premises, nearly two-thirds of which,
63%, concerned movements within the EU. A number of
items were seized by the Unit in 2017 because they were
not legally brought into Malta. These included stone corals
and cacti specimens, 120 bottles of shampoo containing
extracts of Cymbidum grandiflorum (an orchid species),
and three separate consignments containing 264 items,
including barbeque tools and spatulas, made of Dalbergia
Figure 2 - Checking the rings of a falcon to check
that it corresponds to its CITES/EUWTR Certificate
tortoises, certain furniture, etc., that are moving in or out
of the Maltese Islands are either not of endangered and/
or protected species, or, if they are, to ensure that they are
of legal origin as corroborated by the necessary permits
of certificates. To this effect, 484 transactions involved
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timber. Moreover, a very important component of this Team’s
responsibilities relates to protected areas and species,
including activities in Special Areas of Conservation and
interventions affecting protected trees. The Team carried
out another 273 inspections in 2017 on this count.
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The Facilities Team
The Facilities Compliance Team is responsible for compliance
within the industrial sectors including oil/fuel terminals/
port facilities; pharmaceuticals; power stations; VOCs/
fuel stations; fish-farms; quarries; waste management
facilities, landfills; and general manufacturing. The Team’s
role is to inspect facilities and guide operators to abide by
environmental legislation concerning the particular facilities,
and with permit requirements and conditions. Compliance
work is prioritised according to a risk management system
administered by the Team, which considers various factors
that affect the environmental risk of the operations.
In 2017, the Team conducted 386 inspections on permitted
facilities, and a further 232 inspections arising from reports

Figure 4 - Checking a sewage treatment facility

or complaints. This Team also evaluated nearly 90 blast
monitoring reports concerning hardstone quarries, and
analysed 143 reports submitted as an obligation emanating
from permits issued by ERA. The Team also participates in
the Environmental Monitoring Committees set up for the
Freeport and for the Ħal Mula zone.
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The Waste Team
The Waste Compliance Team addresses a spectrum of
issues relating to waste management. Pursuant to the
requirements of the Waste Shipment Regulations, during
2017, 2100 export documents for non-hazardous waste and
621 documents for hazardous waste were processed. 175
movements related to disposal of dredged material at sea
were carried out in 2017. Another of the priorities of this
Team is securing compliance, inspections and other efforts
related to the Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) for

Figure 7 - Removal of illegally dumped material at Lippija
batteries and packaging producers within Malta. This Team
also formed an integral part of the Malta’s Presidency of the
Council of the EU team leading the EU’s efforts in the Triple
Conferences of the Parties to the Basel Convention, the
Rotterdam Convention, and the Stockholm Convention,
which were held in Geneva between 24th April and 05th
May. This Team has received and processed several reports
about waste being dumped in unpermitted areas, and in
Figure 6 - Removal of illegally dumped vehicles at Comino
Batteries, for Electrical and Electronic Equipment, and for
Packaging. To this effect, about 500 inspections have been
regularly carried out at various outlets across the Maltese
Islands and at targeted producers so as to address WEEE,
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various instances has succeeded in securing compliance
by the owners themselves removing their illegal deposition
themselves without having to resort to formal actions
contemplated by law.
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Introduction to the Ambient
Quality and Waste Unit and the
Environmental Assessment Unit
Mr Kevin Mercieca – Deputy Director

The Ambient Quality and Waste Unit is a thematic Unit

proposed development projects, plans or policies. ERA is a

specialised in Waste Management, Air Quality, Noise and

statutory consultee during the development permitting

Radiation. From a general perspective this Unit acts as the

process regulated by the Planning Authority. For major

focal point for these thematic areas. Specifically, this Unit

development processes, ERA, through the Environmental

provides support to the Government on environmental

Assessments Unit is the regulator on the Environmental

policy preparation, on the transposition of EU legislation into

Impact Assessment process.

local regulations, and the preparation of reports on various
Directives on behalf of Malta. This Unit is also responsible

This Unit also coordinates comments on smaller development

for operating a national ambient quality network which

applications that may have environmental impacts. This Unit

continuously monitors air quality and also radioactivity in our

also reviews plans and policies prepared by the Authority

environment. The effect of noise on specific areas in Malta is

itself or by other entities and discharges the Authority’s role

also modelled regularly. In addition, the Unit provides expert

as a statutory consultee on the SEA process regulating the

support internally to other ERA Units in the area of waste,

strategic assessment of plans.

air, radiation and noise.
The Environmental Assessment Unit coordinates ERA’s main
channels of communication with external agencies and the
public in all cases where ERA is required to provide its expert
opinion on impacts on the environment that may result from
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Environmental Assessment Unit
“Factoring relevant environmental concerns into development-related decisions
is a key pillar of environmental management, and the Environmental Assessment
Unit is a front-line player on this front”.
Mr Alexander Camilleri
Unit Manager - Environmental Assessment Unit

The Environmental Assessment Unit is responsible for

necessitating additional operational adjustments to address

evaluating the environmental implications of development

the surge in the incoming caseload.

plans and projects, and coordinates ERA’s consultee and
regulator roles in this regard.

Plan-level assessments

Environmental Impact Assessments
The Unit’s core functions include the implementation of the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations, vis-a-vis

The Environmental Assessment Unit reviewed 68 draft

projects that warrant more detailed evaluation than afforded

plans, policies and strategies prepared by the Authority, or

by the more general development consent process. The Unit

by other national and international institutions. The Unit also

handled several active EIAs at various stages of the process: 29

continued to coordinate the Authority’s role as statutory

Project Description Statements, 21 detailed EIA screenings,

consultee in the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)

19 EIA exemptions, 9 EIAs, issued terms of reference for

process. In 2017, it coordinated comments on 8 SEA-related

7 cases, 9 reviews of consultants’ reports, 6 certified EIAs,

consultations at various stages of the process. Screening to

and 9 final assessment reports that were referred to the

determine the need for Appropriate Assessment (AA) in line

Planning Authority and published on the ERA’s website. 315

with the EU Habitats Directive was also carried out as part

preliminary EIA screenings were also carried out.

of the review.
During 2017, the Unit also led the overhaul of the EIA

Environmental assessment
of development permit applications
The unit assessed 2,572 planning consultations (up
from 1,897 during 2016) on environmentally-relevant
applications, such as development in the countryside,
infrastructural projects, industrial or potentially polluting

Regulations to address various concerns including: the
updated requirements of the EIA Directive, the new
institutional set-up, bureaucratic simplification, and various
technical and procedural issues encountered throughout the
operational lifetime of the regulations. The new Regulations
were published through LN 412 of 2017, repealing the
previous LN 114 of 2007.

development, and projects with waste management or
air quality implications. These included new applications,
applications, minor amendments, renewals, and postpermit

Appropriate Assessment
of development proposals

matters. As the main interface with the Planning Authority,

Processing of development proposals also included screening

the Unit’s operations were among the ERA functions

of 67 cases for potential Appropriate Assessment (AA)

directly affected by the MEPA de-merger in 2016. Due to

requirements, according to the Flora, Fauna and Natural

the demands posed by the consultation process, 5,945

Habitats Protection Regulations, thus also addressing the

additional cases (up from 3,200 during 2016) were vetted

relevant obligations of the EU Habitats Directive and the EU

but deemed to have minimal environmental relevance. The

Birds Directive. 6 cases were deemed to require more detailed

amount of cases handled thus reached a total of 8,517,

studies, and terms of reference were issued accordingly.

reassessment of revised submissions, Planning Control
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Ambient Quality & Waste Unit
Officers from the waste team contributed towards reaching

The air quality section continued to manage the monitoring

a Council Mandate on the waste package on 19th May 2017.

network during 2017. The air team worked on identifying a

Similarly, throughout the Conferences of the parties to the

location for an urban/traffic site within the Maltese Zone.

Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions, the team

All the necessary preparations were made to place ERA’s

coordinated an EU position on the dossiers discussed and

mobile air monitoring station in St. Paul’s Bay.

adjusted the Union position. The air quality team was also
actively involved in EU Presidency commitments. The team

The monitoring programme for analysis of radionuclides in

facilitated the coordination of the EU position in preparation

air, water and soil was also continued, and data reported to

for the meeting of the Working Group on Strategies and

the Radiation Protection Board.

Review of the Convention on Long Range Transboundary
Air Pollution. Officers attended various meetings abroad to

Work continued on the preparation of the third reporting

negotiate and represent Malta at European and International

round for strategic noise maps, and prepared a draft noise

level. Officials from the waste team were integral to the

action plan for major roads for further consultation with

COCOON project on landfill management.

stakeholders. The Unit also actively worked on a draft Noise
Act, which aims to cover areas which are currently not

The Unit managed various databases and methodological

regulated on a national level.

reports pursuant to the requirements emanating from
European and International obligations. Input from an

Work on legal drafts related to waste management, the

ambient quality and waste aspect was provided to various

limitation of emissions of certain atmospheric pollutants

queries by the general public/entities, Planning Applications,

and another piece of legislation establishing common noise

Environmental Permits, and applications for IPPC installations.

assessment methods was another important task of the Unit.

The unit also finalised terms of reference for air quality and
noise studies, applicable to all development applications.
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Introduction to the Biodiversity
& Water Unit, National Affairs
Unit, International Affairs Unit and
Information Resources Office
Mr Darrin T Stevens – Deputy Director

matters,

The National Affairs Unit (NA) strategically oversees and

communications and various thematic issues, as summarised

coordinates strategic environmental issues, particularly

below:

inrelation to communication initiatives, the coordination

The

Sub-Directorate

deals

with

strategic

of ERA’s strategic national policy and the integration of
The Biodiversity & Water Unit (BW) handles thematic

environmental aspects in policies of other national authorities.

policy aspects linked with biodiversity and nature, biosafety,
desertification and land degradation, ecosystem services,

The International Affairs Unit (IA) is ERA’s principal point

geomorphology, natural landscapes and water & marine

of interface on EU and international policy, coordinating

issues. It also acts as national focal point to various

ERA’s international inputs in relation to policy negotiations,

international treaties and agreement and coordinates the

reporting and implementation of international law, and the

formulation of plans and the implementation and review

development of international funded projects.

of several national strategies, which include the National
Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan, the Natura 2000

The Information Resources Office (IR) acts as a data hub

Management Plans, the Water Catchment Management

for all the spatial information within ERA and is tasked

Plan, the Marine Monitoring Programme and the Programme

with maintaining and developing the Authority’s data

of Works for the Marine Waters.

management processes as a foundation to instilling sound
environmental policy formulation.
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Biodiversity & Water Unit
“2017 meant a new role with additional challenges, but with the same aim:
safeguarding biodiversity, water and other environmental resources – assets
which actually keep us alive!”
Ms Marie Thérèse Gambin
Unit Manager - Biodiversity & Water Unit

The Unit kept implementing the measures of the National

will be implemented as from 2018, focussing on marine

Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) and

alien species. The Resource Mobilisation Report for the

was heavily involved in the development and review of

United Nations’ Convention on Biological Diversity; the EU

environmental policies, as well as the drafting of legislation.

Prioritised Action Framework (which prioritises funding on

30 additional Tree Protection Areas were designated and the

Natura 2000 implementation in Malta); and an information

implementation of measures within terrestrial Natura 2000

document on Green Infrastructure were finalised for

sites continued, with management interventions carried

consultation.

out in line with the approved management plans. New
management agreements were also drafted on selected

The Biodiversity and Water Unit led various aspects related

sites, while contracts and agreements were signed with

to Malta’s Presidency of the Council of the EU. This entailed

relevant entities for the implementation of site management

considerable

measures, with sums of about €1.5 million targeted for

biodiversity, water, marine and desertification; Unit officials

such implementation.

chaired or deputy chaired various meetings during the

preparation

and

meetings

related

to

Presidency term, but also covered various regional and
The Marine Programme of Works for maintaining Good

global meetings throughout the year.

Environmental Status of our sea was finalised, and the
Management Planning process for Marine Protected Areas

The appreciation of biodiversity, water and related aspects

(MPAs) was started. The Marine Monitoring Plan and Water

by the general public is also deemed highly important,

Catchment Management Plan are also being implemented,

and various awareness initiatives continued, including the

the former through a €1.6 million project under the

BioSnippet initiative, regular monthly biodiversity tours to

European Maritime and Fisheries Fund. The Unit is heavily

protected areas, regular weekly TV appearances on targeted

involved in another funded project on designation of MPAs

programmes, and contributions to newspaper inserts,

(LIFE BAHAR); contributed to the drafting of LIFE Integrated

provision of information following requests, and input to

Project aimed at enhanced water management, which will

mobile apps, amongst others.

also be implemented in part by ERA; and is working at
another project aimed at implementing all land-based
Natura 2000 Management Plans and water bodies. Issues
linked with implementation, monitoring and reporting of
water-related legislation also ensued. The Terrestrial Species
Action Plan Strategy was finalised for consultation, and
work on the ground continued with various Invasive Alien
Species (IAS) removed from various areas in Malta, Gozo
and Comino. Relevant legislation was published and other
legislation was being discussed at high level. The National
Strategy on IAS was also finalised for consultation. The Unit
applied and won the EU Interreg project HARMONY, which
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International Affairs Unit
“International Affairs is an interesting and dynamic work environment that deals
with a wide range of policy areas and actors - it was especially so in 2017 due to
the EU Council Presidency”
Dr Marguerite Camilleri
Unit Manager - International Affairs Unit

The Unit has a strategic function, as ERA’s principal point of

and supported management in addressing implementation

interface on EU and international policy and funding.

of cross-cutting dossiers with other entities.

The Unit coordinated ERA’s involvement in the Presidency

In 2017, IA also screened some 40 project proposals

of the Council of the EU and responsibilities included

requesting ERA participation, received under the INTERREG,

logistical support to officers chairing Council meetings in

ENI CBC MED and MAVA Foundation programmes; assisted

Brussels or internationally, advising regarding the Council

with implementation of the INTERREG Europe COCOON

working calendar, facilitating dialogue between technical

project on landfill management and coordinated the drafting

staff and public entities in Brussels and supporting the

of a concept note in preparation for the formal submission

Aarhus Presidency Team Chair.

of a LIFE IP project to implement terrestrial Natura 2000
management plans.

During 2017, a total of 98 instruction notes for EU policy
negotiation meetings attended by ERA were vetted and
approved by IA, relating to waste, air emissions, biodiversity,
water and desertification. IA also coordinated ERA’s input
into the international ratifications such as the Gothenburg
Protocol. During 2017, IA participated in 15 EU and multilateral
meetings to negotiate policy decisions as the Aarhus and
Barcelona Convention focal point, as well as the November
UNECE Committee on Environment Policy meeting.
During 2017 IA also coordinated the transposition of
various pieces of EU legislation, principally relating to impact
assessment, genetically-modified organisms, plastic bags
and medium-sized combustion plants. IA also coordinated
ERA’s participation in 81 expert implementation committee
meetings, and reviewed, approved and monitored the
submission of 24 implementation reports on various
directives

and

multilateral

instruments,

including

their reporting checklists. IA was actively involved in
consultations with specific entities on various reporting
obligations. In relation to infringements, IA coordinated
input including reviewing and at times drafting replies
to letters from EU and multilateral organisations. IA also
coordinated an assessment of Malta’s country report arising
from the EU Environment Implementation Review initiative
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National Affairs Unit
“2017 brought the satisfaction of synergising national
communication and policy aspects that NA leads on behalf of ERA”
Ms Claire Cordina Borg
Unit Manager - National Affairs Unit

The National Affairs Unit (NA) has a strategic function within

Every month NA coordinated ERA’s media appearances,

the Authority. The Unit’s two main pillars are coordination of

such as in the weekly programme of Malta u Lil Hinn

ERA’s communication and strategic policy making.

Minnha. The Unit also trained around 50 employees to
develop their skills, knowledge and techniques in media

In

collaboration with

ERA’s

different

sections,

NA

participation and appearances. Awareness raising was also

coordinated the development of various policies and

carried out face to face through Biodiversity Tours, which

published three in 2017. NA also continued to integrate

the public were invited to attend in order to learn more

environmental policy in national polices of other entities, to

about our natural environment. Several educational material

ensure that these contribute to the achievement of national

such as posters, brochures and DVDs were also distributed

environmental targets. A total of 71 policies, strategies or

to interested parties including schools, other organisations

specific plans prepared by other national agencies were

and individuals.

reviewed, and environmental feedback was provided to 36
of these, which were expected to have the most significant
effect on the environment.
Work also proceeded in developing the State of the
Environment Report (SoER). The full report consists of 10
chapters, each dealing with a separate environmental topic.
Information gathered for around 70 indicators was analysed
and interpreted and the chapters drafted accordingly.
NA also kickstarted the preparatory phase of the National
Strategy of the Environment, through a stock-taking exercise
of the state of the environment. Recommendations for each
environmental topic were developed from five briefing
sessions with officials who will be involved in its drafting.
A number of PR and communication initiatives to reach
to ERA’s public and its stakeholders were delivered. These
included articles, adverts, press briefings and events, such as
workshops, public consultation meetings and international
conferences. 2017 also saw the planting of 180 trees, one
for each employee within the Authority, within the Xrobb
l-Għaġin Nature Park.
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Information and Resources Office
“2017 has been a challenging one, in terms of resources, however the IR Office
managed to set up a good base for data centralisation within ERA and for the
ERA viewer”
Ms Elaine Fenech
Senior Officer - Information Resources Office

The Information Resources Office (IR) acts as a data hub for

IR also coordinates ERA’s input to programmes and

all the spatial information within ERA. This Office is the focal

platforms aimed at coordinating, managing and sharing data,

point for environmental data provision and sharing, both

so to organise and keep the data updated and conformant

within the Authority and to the public. This Office ensures

to international standards. IR hence followed and attended

that all the data is generated in a standardised, uniform

meetings linked with the EU INSPIRE Directive (for data

matter and in line with the established Directives.

harmonisation), COPERNICUS (for freely available data and
tools) and COST (for citizen science data provision). The

Throughout 2017, the IR Office has worked on internal

team ensures that the knowledge acquired is channelled to

data centralisation, ensuring that most of the spatial data

all the other Units, in particular to the GIS users, to ensure

is standardised, stored, managed and made available in

maximum use of the data available and created.

a unique projection. Considerable work has been carried
out to set up the ERA viewer, which is currently available
for internal use. Once the viewer is finalised, it will be
made available to the public, providing easy access to the
environmental data hosted within the Authority. The viewer
is a key tool for the Authority, as data from various sections
can be made available at the click of a button, providing
better decision-making and analysis across the Authority at
various levels.
In terms of data access, IR also manages the social media
platforms for LIFE BAHAR, MIGRATE and Natura2000. This
is a way of promoting ERA’s efforts and ensuring that the
public is made aware of the areas and species that require
protection, whilst also promoting any upcoming related
activities.
IR also provides guidance, daily-basis-support to the
personnel with regard to plotting of sites, mapping requests
and GIS (Geographic Information System) assistance. These
efforts help in improving GIS skills across the Authority and
provide confidence to personnel to deal with spatial data
easily. This also ensures that all the data is being created in
a conformant and standardised manner, properly stored and
being kept updated.
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Corporate Services Directorate
“…our work will not stop here. I am confident that now that
we have laid steady and reliable foundations,
we will be able to accomplish and complete our ongoing projects”
Mr Daniel Cilia
Director Corporate Services

In my first year as Director Corporate Services our main

Priority was also given to the refurbishing works within

challenge was the continued setup of the Corporate Services

Hexagon House, which proceeded at a steady pace and

Directorate, which had been functioning on very low

which resulted in energy efficient offices that are now able

resources, but which I am proud to say, had been working at

to cater for the increased number of employees who are

its maximum efficiency to support the core functions of the

benefitting from improved ICT Networks and Health and

Authority. At the end of this year an additional 12 employees

Safety Standards.

were added to the Directorate to continue sustaining the
momentum gained by the Authority.

The improvements in ICS systems were achieved through
the upgrading of both hardware systems and installation of

Recruitment was not only channelled into the Directorate,

new software. Activity in this sector encompassed a number

but was also carried out by the Directorate to support the

of ICT projects, especially in relation to Management

whole Authority. In the year 2017, the Human Resources

Information Systems (MIS), Geographic Information Systems

Unit issued 25 different calls, resulting in the recruitment

(GIS) and the transformation of online permit applications

of an additional 18 employees. We also provided the

into the easier to use e-forms. The steps taken this year

much required support for a continued internal structuring

should see the Directorate achieve significant deliverables

process, with its major work directed at the setup of the

in this sector by the year 2018-2019.

Compliance and Enforcement Directorate.
We have achieved a lot, but our work will not stop here. I
The Corporate Services Directorate was not only committed

am confident that now that we have laid steady and reliable

to achieve, but to ensure that all its functions operate in

foundations, we will be able to accomplish and complete our

accordance with the applicable laws and regulations. In

ongoing projects aimed for 2018 and beyond.

order to achieve this, we focused our energies on instilling
a good governance culture across the Authority. A major

Mr Ronald Ellul – Assistant Director Corporate Services

result achieved in this sector this year was the drafting of
the first ERA collective agreements and several Authority

2017 marked ERAs first anniversary as an Authority and the

processes and polices, which will pave the way to continued

initiation of extensive works throughout Hexagon House

stability and structure in the coming years.

office complex. These works involve extensive structural
alterations along with refurbishment works; including

Needless to say, we were highly involved in work in

replacement of water and electrical fixtures and fittings,

relation to the Presidency of the Council of the European

air-conditioning and office lighting, office furniture and

Union, wherein the Directorate provided support to the

equipment. Main emphasis being that the office complex

Environment Resources Directorate and Ministry from

is brought in line with current operating standards, eco-

administrative, financial and logistical aspects.

friendly amenities and a healthy work environment. Works
are progressing well and are targeted to continue onto 2018.
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As a result of these extensive works, the Directorate was

We strive to get the best talent in the field to ensure that

actively involved in the relocation of almost half of ERAs

the Authority has the Human Resources it needs to attain

officers to a new offsite office complex and, diligently

its business goals.

managed to fulfil its responsibilities by providing the requisite
on-going logistical and operational services support.

The main focus during 2017 was on manpower planning and

Despite the extent and momentum of the works undertaken

recruitment with 25 different calls being issued. Amongst

at Hexagon House, this strategic decision also reinforced

various initiatives one can mention the measures taken to

ERAs commitments to uphold all the Health and Safety

enable Authority’s Gozitan employees to work from Gozo

norms, as well as significantly reinforced the Authority’s

as much as possible; two sponsorship calls for Masters in

ability to continue fulfilling its operational strategies and

Applied Oceanography and Master of Science in Applied

professionally conduct its roles and responsibilities.

Biology and the ongoing Union negotiations aimed at
renewing ERA’s two collective agreements.

Throughout the year significant effort was directed towards
securing the gradual consolidation and resourcing of the
Corporate Services Directorate which literally started from
scratch. In the interim various initiatives were sustained.
These included the drawing up of a corporate operational
procedures; on-going management linked to an extensive
recruitment driven strategy; dealings and negotiations
with ERAs Banking partners; continued revamping of
our information technology systems; procurement and
upgrading of personal computers and network support
infrastructure needed to meet with evolving recruitment and
operational demands; introduction of a dedicated Intelligent
Voice Response [IVR] system and its corresponding
administration. One must also mention the successful
conduct of our procurement mechanisms which not only
professionally fulfilled its already daily commitments but,
successfully coped with the significant increase in travel
arrangements requests resulting from the Authority’s
participation in the Malta EU Presidency commitments.
2017 can be described as a challenging but successful year
for this fledging Directorate. Initial steps aimed at equipping

Recruitment overview:
During 2017, the HR Unit maintained its ongoing
recruitment drive in order to secure optimum progress
towards achieving set objectives aimed at achieving
Authority’s planned full complement levels. Ultimately 24
new employees joined ERA: 12 were posted within the
Environment & Resources Directorate and 12 within the
Corporate Services Directorate. New recruits included a
Director and Assistant Director for the Corporate Services
and a Deputy Director for the Environment & Resources
Directorate. ERA also benefitted from 13 new positions
involving internal recruitment: 1 in the CEO’s office, 1 within
Corporate Services and 11 in the Environment & Resources
Directorates, including 2 new Deputy Directors in the latter.
ERA also witnessed 11 progressions within the Environment
& Resources Directorate. Overall ERA ended the year with a
total of 179 officers. In addition, 3 apprentices from MCAST
and 38 interns were also hosted during the year.

the Authority with a properly resourced and equipped
Corporate Support set-up have been a success.
Further growth is targeted for next year thereby ensuring
that the Directorate is better equipped and fully capable of
efficiently supporting the other Directorates of the Authority
in a timely and professional manner.

Human Resources Unit

Human Resources Statistics
1. Number of employees as at end of 2016 and as at end
of 2017;

2016

2017

161 Officers

179 Officers

Table 4 – No of employees -

The Human Resources Unit focuses on providing ongoing
support services to all the operational Units within the
Authority. The Unit deals with issues related to recruitment,
manpower planning & budgeting, industrial relations,
performance management, staff welfare, reports & statistics.
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2. By end of 2017, Authority’s overall complement
consisted of 99 female and 80 male officers.
3. Average employee age of females being 36 years old
whilst that of males stood at 32 years of age.
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Ages Distribution is as follows:

Age Group

21 to 30

No. of Employees 61

31 to 40

41 to 50

51 to 65

66

39

13

Table 5 – Age distribution
Gender Distribution in senior positions:

Gender Balance table
Senior Oﬃcers
Grade E & D Management
CEO, Dirs, Dep. Dirs & Asst. Dir.

0

5

10
Female

15

20

25

30

35

Male

Graph 2 – Gender Balance
ERA prides itself in giving employment opportunities to a number of young and dynamic qualified employees. By securing
diversity in age demographics, we have managed to create a professional environment that is both rich with experience and
maturity, as well as youthful enthusiasm.
Distribution of Officers within the Authority
Out of the 179 officers: 2 operate within the CEO’s Office,
22 within the Corporate Services Directorate, and
146 within the Environment & Resources Directorate,
Whilst, another 9 officers are either on secondment or unpaid leave.
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Graph 3 – Distribution of officers
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Graph 4 – Distribution of officers by directorates
The Authority has a highly skilled workforce and is committed towards the continual development of its staff. Employees are in
possession of the following qualification levels:

Diploma

Degree

Post Graduate Diploma

Masters

PhD

41

140

7

86

4

Table 6 – Qualifications
Qualifications

Geography
Biology
Planning
Communications
Chemistry
Geology
Environmental Engineering
Criminology
Commerce

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Social Science
Public Administration
Ocean Science
Physics
Info. Systems & Management
Ecology
Chemistry & Physics
Accounts
Bachelor Degrees
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Administration Unit
The main responsibility of the Administration Unit is to provide ongoing efficient and holistic operational support services to all
ERA officers of the Authority. This effort was further reinforced through the recruitment of additional administrative, technical and
professional officers with the Unit during the year.
During 2017, ERA initiated a comprehensive refurbishing project, which also involved the re-location of half of its employees to
a temporary office site in order to allow commencement of these extensive refurbishment works. These works are considered
essential and perceived as a much needed means to secure appropriate and modern office facilities incorporating a safe and healthy
working environment for the Authority’s employees. By the end of the year, works on the North side of the building amounting to
an approximate sum of EUR 437,000 excluding VAT were finalised. Works incorporated the application of an energy efficient liquid
membrane, dismantling of old ducts/services located above office soffits, the installation of an environmental friendly VRV airconditioning system, and the upgrading of the existing fire alarm system. A new cable management system was also installed both
for security purposes and to avoid clutter as well as provide a safer work environment within the offices. Also, all the fluorescent
tubes were replaced with energy efficient LED panels and new Cat 6 cables were passed to provide higher quality telephony and
internet access to all ERA officers.
During the year, ERA centralised its project management and implementation responsibilities. The system allows a streamlined
approach to project management, thereby ensuring increased efficiency and effective use of resources. Towards end of the year,
the Unit also assisted in the implementation of two EU funded projects, with another four projects expected to be launched during
2018. The intention is to continue to develop the capacity of the project implementation team in order to facilitate ERA’s ability to
achieve more of its objectives through EU funding.
An official procurement policy was also developed and implemented in line with the Public Procurement Regulations (Legal
Notice 352 of 2016) during August. The main aim was to provide uniform procurement guidelines to all ERA officers and
strengthen the Authority’s position in relation to centralised procurement policies and procedures. The Administration unit was
responsible for a number of calls for Quotations, Tenders, Direct Orders and Memoranda of Understanding with a total value of
€4,445,541. The average duration of a call for tender procedure, from publishing to adjudication, was in the region of 94 days.
Internal progress reports have also been developed and improved in order to monitor the status of contractual agreements
including payment schedules.
During 2017, the Malta’s Presidency of the Council of the EU significantly increased the amount of travel arrangements both within
and outside Europe. This Unit was directly involved in organising and provision of logistical services during the Presidency both
locally and abroad. A total of 428 travel arrangements were processed, with an approximate value of €96,063.
A holistic process has also been initiated to improve the Authority’s Health & Safety policies and procedures to ensure that the
Authority is compliant with the local Occupational Health and Safety legislation. Two separate consultants were also contracted,
providing ERA with a number of risk assessments covering Hexagon House building premises and all the monitoring stations around
Malta and Gozo, along with a comprehensive risk assessment. A thorough survey inspection was also commissioned to check and
certify that existing fire doors are in line with applicable fire code. In collaboration with the Immunisation Centre within the Health
Directorate, ERA also managed to identify and provide its officers with the necessary vaccinations depending on type of duties being
carried out by its officers, including those exposed to animals and contaminated sites. The Unit also purchased specialised equipment
mainly required for Enforcement and Lab related duties as part of ERAs commitment towards enhancing basic Personal Protective
Equipment available for the safeguarding of its officers.
Another major function falling under the remit of this Unit involves the provision of reception services and incoming calls,
by both ERA employees as well as security personnel provided by third party contractor. In conjunction with the ongoing
recruitment drive and the corresponding increase in services provided to the public in general, an increase in call volumes
was noted. In June, ERA introduced an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system, through which callers can be directed to the
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appropriate source best suited to service their specific enquiries. As a result of this efficient and effective routing of incoming
calls, the Unit was able to enhance its efforts towards registry related tasks, management of boardrooms and pool cars, and the
processing of incoming & outgoing mail amounting to 9500 and 8,000 respectively.

ICT Unit
The ICT unit continued to consolidate its operation. The following projects were implemented to align with ERA’s business
requirements and providing requisite ICT facilities and productivity tools.
A complete overhaul of the passive and active network infrastructure required to support additional bandwidth requirements and
the increased in staff complement. Current network topology also provides both resiliency and robustness in case of hardware
failure.
Access to the GIS Viewer has provided ERA employees with a read only view of the different layers relevant to the environment.
System is very complex and required ADFS integration to limit access via user login details. It is also envisaged that this system will
be offered to the public in the near future.
An Interactive Voice Response System (IVR) voice recording call attendant system was also installed in order to allow for the smooth
distribution of calls across the organisation ensuring that clients are serviced in a more efficient and timely manner. This system
also provides reporting tools that enable the extraction of statistical call distribution and other relevant call related data.
Towards the end of the year a total of eighty-five laptops have been upgraded with additional RAM, Solid State Drives(SSDs) and
Windows 10 to better handle the software requirements of the Authority and provide for increased security and productivity.
In line with Government’s digital strategy, eForms, an extensive conversion exercise involving fifty-one ERA application forms has
been initiated in order to convert them into digital online fillable forms through use of the ‘Aloaha’ software platform.
A Network Attached Storage (NAS) has also been installed in order to provide a safe repository for all the data archives of the
Authority. This centralisation of data eliminates the need for dispersed archival data storage on multiple removable hard disk drives
(HDDs) whilst also providing enhanced security by means of an authentication system and encryption. Furthermore, this storage
system provides data protection and safeguards against multiple HDDs failures due to RAID 6 technology.
Concrete progress has also been registered towards securing an operational virtual environment for the Authority. Eleven virtual
servers have been installed and deployed on the MITA Segregated Hosting Environment (SHE) to host the various Information
Systems of the Authority. All these systems are fully managed by the ICT Unit and have comprehensive backup and patch
management schedules in place. These include:
Sage;
Dakar systems;
GIS;
eForms;
Access Control;
GIS Viewer;
Web services; and
Application Server
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Finance Unit
Revenue from operations reached €343k whilst utilized Government subvention was approximately €8.3m.
The main revenue originated from shipments of waste and IPPC Fees amounting to €125k and €110k respectively. A breakdown
of the main revenue streams is depicted in the Table below.
Details

2017
€

Cites

1,106

Processing of Shipments of Waste Annex VII

73,563

Processing of Shipments of Waste Notification

125,260

Producer Responsibility Registration (WEE)

32,650

New Fees for IPPC

110,926

Total

343,506
Table 7 – Revenue streams

In the Meantime, discussions are still underway aimed at the gradual introduction of environmental permitting fees during the
coming years which should gradually strengthen the revenue streams.
Recurrent expenditure for the year was approximately €7.8m with the largest overhead being Payroll which reached €5.3m. The
other major expenses were mainly service agreements at €320k; travel at €342k; and programs & Initiatives at €277k. The Chart
below depicts graphical representation of the major expense items.

Major Recurrent Expenses
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0

Graph 6 –Recurrent expenditure
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Capital Expenditure
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Graph 7 – Capital Expenditure

With regards to Capital Expenditure, ERA has continued to invest in the main office premises through a refurbishment project and
investment in ICT. During the year the following expenditure was made.
2017 was a challenging year. Other than the daily and routine operational commitments, catering for Malta’s Presidency of the
Council of the EU significantly necessitated higher levels of coordination with the various operational Units due to added support
needed to cater for the surge in travel and other arrangements linked to this important occasion.
During the year, the Unit continued to prepare and present monthly Management Accounts and Financial Analysis Reports of the
Authority to the Board of Directors along with relative trend analysis against previous year figures and budget parameters.
An Annual Operational Budget and a 3-year Business Plan for the Authority was presented following close coordination with and
collated data from all the Units within the Authority. Results were duly forwarded to MFIN for review and approval.
Various revenue and expenditure analysis reports were also prepared in line with requests from Top Management. Efforts were also
made to optimize the handling of cash and initiate appropriate strategies to enhance overall cash position including enhancement
of banking services.
Finance Unit also acted as a point of reference for other Corporate Units namely with the Purchasing team in order to secure best
practice linked to payments, deliveries and credit notes.
During the year the Finance Unit actively assisted the auditors in connection with the end-of-year Financial Audit and with
outstanding issues relating to the winding-up of demerger finances.
A highly effective Budget Codes system aimed at controlling costs whilst promoting economy and efficiency in outgoings was also
implemented during 2017. Specific codes linked to each recurrent/capital expenditure budgeted now act as a useful operational
tool indicating whether or not requested recurrent/capital expense has been budgeted or not.
In the meantime, more measures aimed at increasing operational awareness and monitoring tools especially at individual Unit
levels are scheduled to be gradually introduced.
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